Adhoc Language Online Campus Features

Features
Multi-language

Teach all languages from a unique website. Provide native language
support to foreign students.

Multi-device support

Users may access the website (campus) from any current device
connected to the internet.

Document Library

You may arrange you Language School documentation in digital form,
protect and control access, stop making photocopies, up and down
load documents, images in all formats.

Forums

Users may share written debates including all kind of multimedia (in
the case of video you need to link to a streaming supported server).

Chat

Users may maintain real time chat with rest of online connected ones.

Quiz

Language skills like Reading and Listening comprehension, Grammar
acquisition, Speaking fluency and pronunciation can be tested and
instant feedback provided (speaking requires teacher asynchronous
feedback) Quizzes are composed of questions from the question bank.
Questions can be of many types like: fill in the gap, multiple choice,
true/false, matching pairs, drag and drop, etc.

Assignments

Writing composition exercises can be requested to the student
through this resource.

Glossaries

Multilanguage glossaries can be created for native and foreign
students. Glossaries can be linked to a number of other activities and
they can be updated by students.

Voice recording

This is a transparently integrated Moodle plug-in that is used by several
other resources. Basically allow the students to record their voice as
many times as needed. Recording is kept in student records and can be
graded by teachers.

Games

This is a pack of a dozen of games like crossword, snake and ladders,
hangman, millionaire, hidden picture, sudoku, cryptex, etc. Teacher
only need to provide the source data for the game that is either words
in the glossary or questions in the question bank or quizzes. The rest is
done by Moodle.

Lesson

A resource that lets you build stories combined with questions to the
student. There are several formats that allow you to build
sophisticated story navigation paths creating an interactive
environment that can also be combined with multimedia.

Collaborative
learning

A set of teaching resources where more than one student has to
participate to deliver the final output of the exercise. For instance:
Workshop and Wiki. In both students cooperate to create the
deliverable. In the Workshop, students may be graded by their
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colleagues by using a rubric.
Special identification
methods

Moodle plug-in to identify users against external databases, i.e.: LDAP,
iMap, etc.

Special enrollment
methods

Moodle plug-in to let students enroll through external systems like
PayPal.

Classroom tools

School management tools to track student attendance and opinion
(using surveys).

Certificate issuance

School management tool to create a customized diploma at the end of
the course. Students may download and print it.

Additional plugins

In the Campus version of the product we include integrating existing
compatible plugins, i.e.: Adhoc-queries reporting plug in.

Grading

Automatic School management tool that lets you assess students and
teachers performance. The grading mechanism is a very sophisticated
one that lets you cumulate student's rating obtained either
automatically when responding quizzes or when teachers manually
grade each activity.

Reports

School management tool that provides a standard set of reports but
allows you to develop customized reports. Outputs can be downloaded
to be processed separately by productivity tools like Excel.

Video streaming
service

Allows you to manage your private video library with the required
performance without impact on quality no matter the number of
connected students.

Virtual classroom

It brings the classroom to where teacher and students are, jut web
connection is needed. It requires some preparation but spontaneously
is effective as well

Multi-campus

School management tool for multiple branches.
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Courseware
Course content

Already finished courses using all multimedia resources, testing
mechanism and leading edge knowledge structure to train the student
and keep them motivated.
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Tools
Massive user upload
tool

School management tool to register students to the platform or to
courses in one shot (file drag and drop).

Massive quiz
question upload tool

Teacher management tool to massively upload questions of multiple
types to the question bank in one shot (file drag and drop).

Massive glossary
upload tool

Teacher management tool to massively upload words to the glossary
in one shot (drag and drop). Words can be described in multiple
languages.

Course templates

As the name indicates those are templates developed by Adhoc
Language team. Templates are aimed to different training objectives
like preparing students to certification, language level maintenance,
flipping the class, collaboration, etc. Templates are whole course
skeletons that ease building teacher life.
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Services
Backup services

Services to store and recover older courses and campus versions, they
are performed regularly. Customer may download and restore
separated course backups.

Branding services

Each customer platform website is customized with the branding
elements of the customer enterprise, logo, fonts, styles, social
networks, layout etc.

Storage

Disk space allocated to each user of the platform.

Software updates
and upgrades

Moodle is a life package and regular upgrades take place very often
along the year. Adhoc Language tests new versions and once stable,
they are installed in the customer website using smooth procedures
that don't impact customer operations and ensure high quality and
comply with very demanding security standards.

Special
configuration
requests

Website configuration is extensive and there are plenty of options that
can be defined, for instance the text editor to be used in editing areas.
We process changes upon customer request.

Support services

Adhoc Language has set up a support website where customers may
issue tickets to report bugs, problems or just usability questions. Also
they receive access to self-study courses and they may issue
suggestions.

Education

It is provided through the support website and using interactive web
conference tools or telephone.

Content creation

Adhoc Language team has a team of expert course developers that will
provide also instructional design and project planning support to build
courses for you using your material.

